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About This Game

What is Organ Quarter?

Organ Quarter is a VR survival horror game focused on what made survival horror great: labyrinthine environments,
resource management and well-balanced puzzling. An homage to the slow, methodical survival horror experiences of the '90s,

explore the compelling nightmare world of the Organ Quarter and enjoy the most intimate horror experience yet.

Why VR?

Horror in your personal space, as well as in the world outside. Horror you have to reach out to and touch. Organ Quarter
leverages hand-tracked and room-scale VR to provide the most intense and unsettling experience possible.The sense of physical
space and presence unique to the VR medium is carefully leveraged, pushing players past their comfort zone, bringing them into
tight, claustrophobic environments and making them get up close and personal with monsters (who may not always be hostile...).

How is Organ Quarter Unique?

This is not a wave shooter or a walking simulator – Organ Quarter is a long-form horror adventure. This is an
experience that plays out over a large area over 5-8 hours, with intricately connected levels, gun combat, resources and tools at

the player's disposal.

Story?
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Uncover what has gripped and twisted the Organ Quarter. Over weeks and months of isolation in your apartment,
something has happened to the city. It has become infected. Its places. Its people. Everything has become twisted by a disease

that may or may not have a motive. Explore a city that has become a wasteland and body-horror nightmare, full of surreal
puzzles and grotesque beings.

In Organ Quarter, you will experience:

tense survival and combat and a nightmarish, hostile environment

spatial and physical puzzles that toy with hand-tracked VR systems

a selection of powerful weapons with which to dispatch many types of foe

unique VR twists on survival horror staples you love

a self-contained story where you delve into the heart of what has twisted the city
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Title: Organ Quarter
Genre: Action, Adventure, Indie
Developer:
Outer Brain Studios
Publisher:
Outer Brain Studios
Release Date: 19 Oct, 2017
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Game doesn't work on the rift for me. First try's, touching the handrail on the stairs caused me to end up backwards in mid air,
few more tries I couldn't pick the cube out of the inventory to open the first door. Refund.
Not recommended, for rift, at least.. Great atmosphere, nerve racking, I just wish it had a tiny bit more. Took me a good 7ish
hours, get this if its on sale.. This game at the start make me sick. And wtf with them controllers for mixed reality. cant even
change them.. Very Good, brings back spooky silent hill feelings. Controls are tight, puzzles are able to be figured out with the
clues inside the game without being too easy. Overall would recommend to anyone who is a fan of old school horror games and
owns a vr system.
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